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INTERNATIONAL ELECTROTECHNICAL COMMISSION

Technical Committee No. 3 Documentation and graphical symbols

Discussion of the image of TC3

The paper proposes a few guidelines which could be considered when discussing the image of the
Committee.

1� Three steps are proposed:

− What is the present image "A" which is attributed to TC3 ?

− What is the image "B" we would like to make known and disseminate ?

− How can we move from  "A" to  "B" ?

2� Present image "A"

2.1�    The situation

The Product Committees (PCs) of the IEC are made aware of  TC3 mainly through our
publications, but also through our scope in the Directory, the SPS, our Web sites and now through
the database.

a. As a horizontal Committee, TC3 seems to set up its output i.e. its standards the same way as
PCs do.

b. Our targets differ from the (specialised) Product Committees’ targets :

− Product committees(PCs) address the specialists in their field . PCs and associated users
have in common a specialised language and specialised conventions which can be used
quite appropriately in their standards and communications.

− -TC3 can address specialists of documentation, symbols & diagrams and also address a
more general public which is made up of Product specialists, and of non specialists at all
such as executives or management officers who have to decide at the level of policy and
marketing on the use of international documentation standards. This means that we should
use in our standards, especially in the scopes and introductions, a "language" which can
readily be understood and accepted and thus promotes the approach towards our
standards.

c. Product Committees usually prepare standards to meet a need which is lying or to reply to a
request.

Quite often, our standards meet also a need which has been stated but for which PCs have
attempted to produce a solution of their own and have already their own ways of doing things.
Consequently  in order to use TC3 standards, PCs have to change to some extent their way of
doing, a step which at the outset no one does like; to counterbalance this feeling we should try
to make it more natural, give good reasons, and  state clearly the advantages of implementing
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our horizontal standards, an attitude which is not self evident for the "writers" of the standard,
who by nature are already convinced of the merits of their paper.

d. When replacing some of their traditional doings by horizontal procedures some PCs have the
impression they are deprived from their originality and also that horizontal rules may lead to a
decrease in competitiveness.

e. Most of the Product Committees and National Committees support the idea of having horizontal
Committees such as TC3. It becomes another matter when it is necessary to allocate experts
on behalf of the community for the connected horizontal task  and/or to implement the relevant
rules.

f. Most of the PCs agree on the high quality and level of the standards produced by TC3.

2.2�    Analysis of the image

a. To collect impressions on the way our task is perceived: within TC3, within the Product
Committees(PC) of the IEC, within manufacturers in our national committees .

b. To appreciate the impact of our work i.e. our output or publications : are the publications
adapted to the needs of the users we seek after?

c. Our publications should be easy to refer to : Are the titles attractive without being misleading?  
It should be remembered that a title is a set of words by which a standard is known and spoken
of. For our standards , is it so? Furthermore the growing complexity of the present numbering
system gives an added value to "good" titles whenever they can provide a convenient reference
to the users.

d. The implementation of our publications may bring constraints to the P.C. or end users : Are the
benefits which can be derived from their usage clearly stated in the introductions? The more  
innovative or reformatory the standard is, the more necessary is an appropriate introduction.

e. Is the scope of our horizontal publications accessible in plain language to each end users? Is  
the complexity of the content progressively developed within the publications ?  

− Are our procedures adapted to the time limits of the users?

− Are we sufficiently aware of the concerns of the PCs which may become an issue for TC3?
Can we anticipate?

2.3� Future image "B"

a. to take into account the defects which can be found on the basis of the  above criteria.

b. To send a better fitted message to the exterior  through our regular means of communication
i.e. mainly through our publications, on selected points such as :

− our desire as a horizontal committee to provide assistance the P.Cs. and end users

− our  knowledge of their needs and our know-how to handle them.

− our technical ability to design symbols and drafting instructions for the preparation of
documentation

3� From A to B :Measures to be taken

a. in the publications presently under preparation: title, introduction, scope: see above- To check
the whole text for added clarity - To add footnotes in connection to other rules from other
standards if necessary.
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b. in the publications to be amended or revised : as in a).

c. in our National Committees: to participate in the dissemination of the pamphlet, to provide
comments on it.

d. To increase transparency in the SPS and in the Minutes for the benefit of potential PCs
readers.

e. We will be judged and appreciated more on facts - that is to say through our publications- than
through statements or changes of structure!

                                                         ---------------------------


